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We define the functron j, n for all real K > 0 as follows: for K = I. 2.... the J, * 
denotes the Xth posittve zero of the Bessel functton J,(z) of first kind and for 
k - I < K < k. j,., denotes the kth positive zero of the cylinder Bessel function 
C,.(z) = cos uJ,.(z) - sin a U,(z) with a = (k ~ ~)?r (see [ 2 I), where Y,(x) IS the 
Bessel function of second kind. We introduce the function I(Y) for x > -1, 
l(x) = lim JZ 
n-I K 
and we prove. among other thmgs, the inequahty j,, < KI(V/K). Moreover. we find 
the first three terms of the asymptotic expansion of I(.Y), for large values of .Y and 
other properties of this function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For v > 0, we call jr+ and c,,~ the kth positive zeros of the Bessel function 
of the first kind J,,(x) and of the general cylinder function, respectively; the 
latter being defined by 
C,,(x) = cos a J,,(x) - sin a Y,.(x) 
where a is fixed, 0 < a < n and Y,,(x) is the Bessel function of second kind. 
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The definitions can be extended to negative values of v in such a way that 
c,+ varies continuously with v, c,,~ + 0 where I’+ a/n - k and on the interval 
;-k<bl<$-k+l 
c,+ is the first positive zero of C,,(X) 17, p. 5081. 
It is useful to define the function j,,, for all K > 0 as in [ 21. 
The function c,,~ satisfies the differential equation [7, p. 5081 
d .‘x 
& ‘rk = 2c,.k ! 
K,(Zc,.,sht) em”” dt 
” 
where K,(x) is the modified Bessel function of order zero. This property 
suggests the following generalization: Let j,,, be the solution of the 
differential equation 
$j=2j .a I K,(2jsht) e p2r’ dt 0 (1.2) 
for K > 0 with the boundary condition 
lim j(v) = 0. 
L.---L+0 
(1.2’) 
Then for K = 1, 2,... we obtain the known functions j,,x-. If k - I < K < k 
we have j,, = c,,~ with a = (k - K)Z It is easy to see that the right-hand side 
of (1.2) is Lipschitzian with respect to j for j > 0. Therefore the solutions for 
any initial value problem are unique. Such uniqueness also implies that if 
0 < K' < K", then 
j,.,, c j,.,,., 1' > -K'. 
The asymptotic behaviour of the zeros of Bessel functions has been 
investigated by many authors. For example, McMahon [7, p. 5061 studied 
the behaviour of c,.~ when v is fixed and k is large and gave the formula 
C rk=(k+“/2-$)r-a++(k-‘), k+a. (1.3) 
The behaviour of jck when k is fixed and v is large has been investigated 
by Tricomi in [6]. He gave the result 
jr,k = v + akv"3 + o(v-I"), k = 1, 2,..., v--t 03, (1.4) 
where ak is independent of v. 
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The asymptotic relation (1.3) can be written. using our notations. rn the 
form 
j,., = (K + V/2 - +)R + O(K ’ ). ti+ al. (1.5) 
while the inequalities [ 7, p. 4901 
(k + v/2 - f)~ - u < c,+ < k?r, k = 1, 2,.... IV < $, 
can be written, using the new notation, 
(K + V/2 - ;)R < j,., < KR. /VI < 4. (1.6) 
In this paper we introduce a new function I(X) and give some properties of 
this function. The knowledge of these properties will give further information 
on the function j,., . 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
For -1 <x < co we introduce the continuous functions u(x) and z(x) as 
follows: 
sin (r x 




4x1 = x 
x # 0. 
(2.2) 
sin a ’ 
We have a(O) =O, a’(0) = 1/ x and it is not difftcult to show that the 
function on the left-hand side of (2.1) is strictly increasing for 
-n/2 < x Q x/2 and it varies between -l/n and co. Thus the functions a(x) 
and I(X) are well defined. 
We observe also that ~(-1) = 1, z(x) > 1 for x > -1. 
Now we can formulate our main result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let x > --I be fixed. Then the following relations hold: 
lim L= l(x) 
K-+CC K 
(2.3) 
j,,, < Kz(V/K), K > 0, V>-K. (2.4) 
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Proof: It is useful to introduce the function Z,(X) as 
From (1.6) we have 
lim I,(O) = 7r 
K’C m (2.5) 
and 
z,(O) < 71. (2.6) 
Moreover from (1.1) we get that I,(X) satisfies the differential equation 





‘hail) ) emzx” du. (2.7) 




----I, < 21, 
dx 0 
K,(2i,u) epZxu du = fin K,(t) e-‘““K” dt. 
‘0 
For the function K,(x) the following formula holds: 
K,(x) - fl e-‘, t-+ co. 
Thus, in order to assure the convergence of the integral on the right-hand 
side in (2.7) the restriction -x/z,(x) < 1 is necessary. 
Now consider the initial value problem for the differential equation 
-$ i(x) = j" K,(t) e-+‘icx’ dt, 
0 
(2.8) 
i(O) = rc. The right-hand side of (2.8) is Lipschitzian with respect to i 
provided i> E > 0, where E is a positive number. We shall see later that we 
have i(x) > 1, i.e., we can choose E = 1. 
Let (xi, x2) be the domain of existence of the solution i(x) of the initial 
value problem, with the restriction 
I 1 -5 <l. i(x) (2.9) 
Since i(O) # 0, we have x, < 0 < x2 and by using the integral formula 




K,(t)e-“‘dt= T! , (a( < 1, 




\/‘I - (x,/i-(x))? . 
(2.10) 
The function I(S) defined by (2.4) is a solution of our initial value problem 
with 
.K 
~ = sin (1(x) 
T(x) 
n/2 - u 
;‘(x) = --&y- . 
(2.1 la) 
(2.1 lb) 
Thus by the uniqueness of the initial value problem the function I(X) is the 
only solution of (2.8). Consequently the domain of existence is (-1. +a~). 
i.e., -Y, = -1, xz = too. 
To simplify the notations we write the differential equations (2.7) and 
(2.9) in the form 
r: = F,(r,, x) (2.12) 
i= G(T. x) (2.13) 
respectively, with 
F,(y, x) < G(J,, .x), X>-1, J’ > 0. (2.14) 
Moreover by the relation 
we get 
lim F,( J’. x) = G( y, s). 
IC-+CC 
To show that 
jK*,JK = L(X) < 4x), x> -1, 
which is equivalent to (2.4), we introduce the function 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
f(x) = r(x) - r,(x). 
From (2.2), (2.6) we get I,(O) < r(O) = 71, i.e., f(0) > 0, hence (2.14) 
implies [3, pp. 10-l I] I,(X) < r(x) and f(x) > 0 for x 2 0. 
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Concerning the interval [-1, 0) it is I(-1) = 1 and, from (1.2), I,(-1) = 0, 
hencef(-1) = 1 > 0. Suppose thatf(x) > 0 for some x on (-1, 0), then there 
exists a value r on (-1,0) such that f(l) < 0. 
Let r7 defined by 
q = max(x;f(t) > 0, -1 <t < X, -1 < X < rl. 
It is clear that f(q) = 0, f’(q) < 0 and consequently 
r’(v) G Url), 0) = L(rl). 
On the other hand it follows from (2.11) that 
(2.17) 
Url) = FA,(rlh II) = F,(4rl). v) < W(v), rl) = r’(v) 
which contradicts (2.17). Hence the relation (2.16) is satisfied for all x > -1. 
Finally, the formula (2.3) is a consequence of the continuous dependence 
of the solutions on the initial values and the relations (2.15) and (2.5). Thus 
the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remark 2.1. The convergence of the functions l,(x) = j,.r,,/K to r(x) is 
not uniform in the neighbourhood of x = -1, because from (1.2) r-(-l) = 
L,, = 0 for every K > 0, while I(-1) = 1. 
Remark 2.2. Concerning the behaviour of the function I,(X) with respect 
to K and fixed x > -1 we conjecture that this function increases as K 
increases. 
This conjecture is supported by two facts. First, by using (2.1), (2.2) we 
find that lx(x) approaches l(x) from below as K+ 0~). 
On the other hand the zeros c,+ of C,.(x) satisfy the inequalities [5, p. 1671 
0 < 6, = c,., < j,., 
6, = CL.2 - c,., < 6, = C,J - C,.? < . . . ) 11’1 < 4. 
From these inequalities we obtain 
C “,k+,=~,+~z+.‘.+Bk+Bk+,>6,+62+...+Bk 
+ + (6, + 6, + ... +f&+L,.,, k = 1. 2,... . 
Thus the sequence (c,+/k}~= , increases and for a = 0 and v = 0 also the 
sequence j,Jk = I,(O) increases as k increases. 
Remark 2.3. The inequality (2.4) can be used directly to get an upper 
bound for j,.,, in any case. For example, when v = K = 10 we get j,,,,, < 10 
1(1)=46.11..., while the exact value is 45.23... . 
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3. PROPERTIES OF l(x) 
In view of the concavity of j, k, k = 1. 2 . . . . . -k < 1% < co [ 11, the function 
I,(X) = j&k is concave, hence from (2.3) the function I(X) is also concave. 
We can also show this property using the derivative of I’(X) as given by 
(2.11). 
Now we can enunciate the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.1. The function I(X) admits the following asymptotic 
representation: 
1(x)=x+Pp 
113 I i. (3n)4’3 x- l/3 
+ 0(x - ’ )1 x- Co. (3.1) 
Moreover the inequality 
1(x)>x+qh. x>o, (3.2) 
holds. 
ProoJ: For the proof of (3.2) it is convenient to introduce the function 
Z(x) = l(X) -x - Ax’:3 
with A = (37~)“~/2. Making use of the relations (2.1), (2.2) we obtain 
n(1 - sin a) 7z sin u I 3 
Z(x) = 
cos a - (7r/2 - a) sin a 
-A 
cos a - (n/2 - a) sin a 
with 0 < a < n/2 and we need to show that Z(x) > 0 which is equivalent to 
W) = 
(1 -cosP)’ 9 
cosp[sin/L-PcosP]’ >S 
where ,LI = 7~12 - a. Since limD,, @(/I) = 9/8 it is sufficient to show that Q(p) 
increases and to this end we introduce the function 
@ (p) = @‘W (1 - cos /3)(sin /3 - /3 cos /?) 
1 
@(P> sin /3 
=tg/?+2sinp-3/3. 
NOW a,(O) = @i(O) = 0 and CD:(P) > 0, then G,(p) > 0 and consequently 
Q’(p) > 0, i.e., the function a(p) increases and the inequality (3.2) follows. 
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To prove the asymptotic representation (3.1) we shall establish an 
asymptotic relation between x and j3 = 7r/2 - a for large values of x. 
Recalling that a(x) + 7r/2 as x + co, we get that /I =p(x) tends to zero. 
Thus from (2.1) we obtain 
X cos j-l 
-= 




- gf + 0(x-5/3), x-+ co. 
X 
By using (2.2) and the last asymptotic representation of /I we get 
z(x) = - co”, j? = 1 - /3’/2 + &4 + O(8”) 
=*f9$Ex l/3 ; i. (3z)4'3 x-113 + 0(x-'), x+ co, 
and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remark 3.1. Numerical computations indicate that the function I(x) = 
I(X) - x -A (x’13) decreases with x > 0, but we have not been able to prove 
this property. 
4. FURTHER INEQUALITIES AND MONOTONIC RESULTS 
From the concavity of the function I(X) we obtain the simple inequality 
z(x) < r(0) + r’(O)x, x> -1, 
and using (2.2) and (2.11) 
z(x) < 7r + (@)x, x>-1, 
where the equality holds only in the case x = 0. 
Thus from (2.4) we can write the general inequality 
j,,, < Kr + (742)G V > -K. (4.1) 
We observe that this inequality provides a better estimate in the case 
-f < v < 0 than McMahon’s in (1.6). 
On the other hand we know ]4] that for v > 0 c,., is concave if k = 2, 3,... 
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and 0 <u < z, or k = 1. but 0 < L[ < n/2. which with our notations means 
that j,., is concave with respect to I’ if K > 4. Thus the inequality 
(4.2) 
follows. 
In [ 1, p. 841 the upper bound (d/dr)j,., < 7-r/2 for 1’ > 0 is given. Similarly 
we can obtain (d/dv)j,., < 7r/2 for r > 0 and all j, K, with the restriction 
j,., > I?. In fact a result in [2 1 assures that if 0 < I’ < co and j,,, > f. then 
(d/&q) j,., > 1 and j,., > r + i. Now, since j,,, > $ we get j,., > v and 
and from (1.6) j,, < KTC. Thus (4.2) is sharper than (4.1). 
Moreover we observe that the concavity of j,.,. k = 1, 2,.... has been 
proved in the general case I’ > -k [ 1. p. 861. Hence the inequality (4.2) is 
valid on the interval (-k. 0) too. 
Using the inequality (2.4) and the asymptotic representation of I(X) given 
by (3.1) for V/K - co we get 
with A = (3~)“-‘/2 and B = (3/40)(3n)J’3. 
A comparison between the last inequality and Tricomi’s asymptotic 
formula (1.4) for fixed K = k and 1’ + co gives 
a,k-’ ’ c A, k = 1, 2,... 
A direct computation of the left-hand side of the above expression, for 
k = 1, 2,..., shows that the sequence (a, ke2” }F=, increases and ak k m2’3 --t A 
as k-m. 
It would be of interest to show that the function aK K-',"increases with K. 
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